
THE RAMANUJAN IDENTITIES UNDER
MODULAR SUBSTITUTIONS

BY

HANS RADEMACHER

1. Introduction. In connection with his discovery of certain divisibility

properties of the partition function Ramanujan   [l]C) stated the identities

a n (i - *5m)5
(1.1) J2p(5l + 4)x' = 5^--—,

¡-o 11(1 - x"1)6

and

a n (i - *7m)3      n (i - *7m)7
(1.2) zZp(7l + 5)x'=7^-- + 49x^--■

t% lid -*»)< na-*"1)8

Here, as always in the sequel, the index m in the infinite products runs

through all positive integers. If these identities, for which various proofs have

been given, are expressed in terms of the Dedekind 17-function

(1.3) tj(t) = e*"l,2YL (1 - e2*imr), Qir) > 0,

they appear in a form which suggests certain group-theoretical considerations,

similar to those employed by Hecke in his theory of modular forms. In this

way we transform the identities into new ones which are noteworthy because

of the occurrence of the Legendre symbol and which, by a simple further

argument, lead also to a proof of (1.1) and (1.2). An analogous identity for

the modulus 13, given by Zuckerman, can be treated in the same way.

G. N. Watson and H. S. Zuckerman have also derived identities for the

moduli 52 and I2. These will lead us to certain modular equations, which in

turn will shed some light on those identities.

Part I. Identities of Ramanujan and Zuckerman

2. We have known since Euler

(2.1) Z/>(«)*" = Yj--^—-
n=0 H (1   -   Xm)

with £(0) = 1, or

1
(2.2) - = e-*ÍT'12¿2 pin)e2*inT.

v(t) n-0
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Hence we obtain

4                         J 4 «j
y   -   =    V* g-(rtr/60)-(2iri\/5) y^  pín)e(.iTÍnr/i)+(.t»TÍ\nlS)

X=0 (t +  24X\ X-0 n-0

V\~T-)
oo 4

_   g-irir/60 y*   ¿(j^giTinrlS V* É.-(2Tt/5)X(l-24n)

n-0 X=0

= 5e-Tir/6°   Z     p(n)e2Tinrls,

n—4 (mod 5)

and therefore

Z ¿(52 + 4)e2'ii'" = -e-i9'Wi2¿
tí 5 xTo      /r + 24X\

If we also express the right-hand member of (1.1) in terms of n(r), through its

definition (1.3), we get

J,     (t + 24X\-1 rj(5r

(2.3) 2Z\—-A    = 5^x_o      \       5       / i\(t)

as a restatement of (1.1).

In a similar way (1.2) can be rewritten as

«        (r + 24X\-i V(7t)3 r,(7r)7

(2.4) Zn-)    =ï8 —+ 71—•

3. We are now going to subject (2.3) and (2.4) to modular transforma-

tions, of which we need to test only the generators

-cd- r-(r:>
The definition (1.3) shows that

n(r + 24) = V(t).

Consequently the range of the summation in the left-hand member of (2.3)

can be replaced by "modulo 5." Therefore S2i produces only a cyclical ex-

change of the terms of the sum and does not change the sum as a whole. It

follows that 5 and S25 have the same effect on the left-hand member of (2.3),

and since S25 means the replacement of (r + 24X)/5 by ((r + 24X)/5)-|-5, this

effect is clearly the appearance of a multiplier e~iTin2 in each summand. On

the other side, the substitution S, that is, t—>t + 1, provides the multiplier

gl9xi/12 _ g—5ri/12
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also on the right-hand side. Thus the equation (2.3) goes over into itself under

the substitution S.

Similarly we see that 5 and S49 have the same effect on the left-hand

member of (2.4), viz., multiplication of each summand by

-Irilli

This same factor is taken up also, as (1.3) shows, by each term of the right-

hand member of (2.4) so that the equation (2.4) also remains invariant under

the substitution 5.

4. This is not so with T. Through the substitution

.— T-i

equation (2.3) goes over into

*      /- 1 + 24Xt\-'
(4.1) zZA-)    =5'

x-o     \ 5r /

<-t)

The left-hand member, which we designate by 76, can be rewritten as

-i

24X - - 4- bi
- IN"1

(4.2)

with

(4.21)

and

(4.22)

Li = v[——)    + zZ 1
\ 5t / x=i t + 24X'

5-24X'

XX' = - 1 (mod 5),

(x = - (242XX' + l)/5.

Now for a modular substitution

O c>0,

we have [8],

(4-3)      'l(^-^) = exp(- *i(sia, c) - ^^)) (~ *V + d))"2^),

where i(a, c) is the "Dedekind sum"

(4.31, h*4- 2((i))((»))
MDlOdcW   C   //    \\C   ft
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with

x — ix] — i   x not an integer,

(4.32) ((*)) = [lt.O a; an integer.

If we apply (4.3) on (4.2) and the right-hand member of (4.1) for the

modular substitutions

and
/24X      bx    \

V 5    - 24X7'

we obtain after a few reductions

,    iS 1 A exp (- iri(5(X, 5) + KX - *')))       1    V\5/
(4.4)-h 2-, -=-

S^St)        ZZ (t + 24X'\ 51'2      t,(tY(t + 24X'\

The Dedekind sums enjoy the following properties for

(h, k) = l, hh'=-l (mod k):

(4.51) 12ks(k, k) = h - h' (mod k),

(4.52) 12ks(h, k) =0 (mod 3), for 3\k,

and,for k odd,

(4.53) \2ks(h, k) = k + 1 - 2(—\ (mod 8),

with the Legendre-Jacobi symbol on the right-hand side of congruence (4.53)

[9]-
In our case k = 5, (X, 5) = 1, we derive from these congruences

1 X - X'

2

and therefore

5(X, 5) + ^— = j(l + (y)) (mod 1),

exp (- 2«(-5(X, 5) + -0 - X'))) = - (y)-

We remark that (X'/5) = (X/5) and obtain from (4.4)
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JU/X\    /t + 24X\-' A 5/
(4.6) S-"h,(Sr)-* - Z (TM-)    = 5-'/2       / ^     •

x_i\5/    \      5      / j?(t)6

In virtue of (2.2) we can write for the sum on the left-hand side:

4 4      / \ \ «0

y   =    VI _ j e-Ti(r+24X)/60y ¿(w)g2irin(r+24X)/5

x=i       x-i \ 5 / „=o

00 4   / X \
=   g-irir/60 Va   p(n)e2Ti"rl5y^ \ _ ) g(2iiX/5)(l-24n>

71 = 0 X-l   \ 5  /

A (n+ 1\
= 51i2e-*"iM2Z,[-) p(n)e2*inris,

n=0   \      5       /

where we have evaluated a Gaussian sum, and where for 51 (» +1 ) the symbol

((m + 1)/5) means 0,as customary. If we introduce this result into (4.6),apply

(2.2) to its first term and finally replace e2riTlb by x we obtain

" A f n\ I (1 - xmY

(4.7) £,«),». - SZ (T) * -O—   n(1_^. ■

which is the new identity we wished to derive.

Incidentally, we can construct a formula which is free of infinite products.

If we multiply (4.7) by (1.1) the right-hand side will appear as

1 1

n (i - *m) n a - *5m)

These infinite products can be replaced by series by means of (2.1), so that

we get

{Zi(»)*25"-5Z(—W - 1)*"} ¿¿(5/+ 4)*'
1 n=0 n-1 \ 5 / /     ¡_o

(4.8)
CO DO

= 5Z P(n)xn- 2Zp(n)xSn.
n=0 n—0

Comparison of coefficients would yield certain quadratic relations among

the p(n).

5. The identity (2.4) can be treated in the same manner. We give only a

few highlights. Replacing r by —r_l in (2.4) we have

,(_1Y       ,(_±Y
•        /24Xr - l\-i \       t / \        t /

(5-1)     £'(-s-) =,!^v+"

<--)     i-rl
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Calling the left-hand member 77 we rewrite it as

*-'(~sr+£'(5.2)

with

(5.21)

and

(5.22)

t + 96X'
24X- + ¿»x

r + 96X'
7-96X'

XX' = - 1 (mod 7),

èx = - (24-96XX'+ l)/7.

By means of (4.3) the formula (5.2) goes over into

A         A + 96X'\-1
(5.3) 77 = (- Tir)-"2 + (- ir)-1/sSAfxiíí-J    ,

where we have

M\ = exp M(î(24X, 7)
2X - 8X'

r*)}
The congruences (4.51), (4.52), (4.53) yield

1 X - 4X'        1 / X \
s(24X, 7)-= -J\J>) (m0d 1}l

2

and therefore

(5.4, *>-e*p £(7)}- <})--<T>

We introduce (5.2), (5.3), (5.4) into (5.1), carry out the modular transforma-

tion on the right-hand side, and get thereby

(5.5)

A / X'\    / t + 96X'Y

= 71/2.

<y)!       -(y)'

+ 7-1'2

The sum over X' can be expanded into an infinite series by means of (2.2):

A /x'\    /t + 96X'\-' A/»\
(5.6) zZ[ — )v[-)     =- i7ll2e-7ri'l12¿Z { — )P(n- 2)e^inr'7;
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this derivation required the use of the Gaussian sum

A /x'\ /» + 2\
V^   [   _ ]e2xX'(96n-4)/7 _   _  J7I/Ï I _ 1

¿ïi\1 J \   7   /■*

If we now insert (5.6) in (5.5), apply (2.2) and (1.3) in appropriate places,

and finally change e2rirl1 into x we obtain

¿¿(«)*49n- 7zZ(^~)p(n - 2)x'
n-0 n-2 \ 7 /

(5-7/ na-*")1 , na-**-)7
n (i - x7my   n (i - *7m)8

6. Up to this moment we have taken the Ramanujan identities (1.1) and

(1.2) for granted and have inferred the identities (4.7) and (5.7) as direct

consequences. From another point of view, however, we can take these new

identities as bases for proofs of (1.1) and (1.2). For that purpose we consider

the Ramanujan identities in the forms (2.3) and (2.4), which we prefer to

write now as

4 ,   fr + 24XN"1 / »;(5t)Y
(6.1) zZv(5rh(—-—)     =25(^),

x-o \       5       / \ jj(t) /

and

• A + 24X\-> / t?(7t)Y / 7,(7t)\8

We shall refer to these equations shortly in the abbreviations

Lfir) = R?(r);        Lfir) = Rfir),

respectively.

We can show that L6*(t) and R*ir) are both modular functions of "level 5"

("stufe 5" in Felix Klein's terminology), that is, belonging to a congruence

subgroup modulo 5 of the modular group. The subgroup in question is r0(5),

characterized by c = 0 (mod 5); it is of index 6 in the full modular group. As

generators of r0(5) we can choose the substitutions (cf. [7, p. 147])

s-Q M~5~D' "-(",o"D
and need to test the invariance of L*ir) and R*(t) only with respect to these

3 substitutions. The discussion of 5 has already essentially been done in §3.

The multiplier e~b*il12, which is mentioned there, is exactly absorbed by the

factor n(5r) by which (6.1) differs from (2.3).
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As far as R*(t) is concerned we have, for Vi,

Jr1*-1)-,(-2S'-5)
\      5r + 2   / \     5r + 2     /

= exp { - t«(- 2, 1)} (- f(5r + 2))1/2t,(5t),

in virtue of (4.3), and also

A'?' V) = exP i - ™(- 2- 5)K- Wt + 2))mv(r).
\   5r + 2   /

Since s( — 2, 1) = 0, as directly seen from (4.31) and (4.32), and

s(- 2, 5) = - 5(2, 5) = 0

because of the property of the Dedekind sums

s(h, k) = 0

for

we have

Similarly we find

h2 = - 1 (mod k),

R?(V2t) = R?(t).

R?(V3t) = 7?6*(r).

As a matter of fact, not only R*(t) but already its sixth root i7(5t)/?j(t) is

invariant with respect to V2 and V3, but not with respect to 5.

The expression L*(t) goes over under V2 into

U(V^ - 5'(s zi^rHj(zi^r+2ix)T-

In order to bring this back into the previous form we need modular substitu-

tions

a
and a summation variable p such that

1 /- 2r - 1 \
— (-+ 24X1 =-
5 V   5r + 2 / t

T+ 21p
a-\- b

5r + 2 / r + 24m
c-:-1"
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A comparison of the coefficients of the linear functions of r on both sides

leads to

P = 2 — X,

(6.3) a = 120X - 2, b = - 242X(2 - X) - 19,

c = 25, d = - 120(2 - X) + 2.

We have therefore :

r + 24(2 - X) > -»

2-5r - 5>«       /- 2-5r - 5\

x_o      \     5r + L      /

+ b

r + 24(2 - X)
c-:-!"

a, b, c, d being taken from (6.3). Application of (4.3) now shows that

A (t + 24(2 - X)\-x
U(V2t) = Z^xu(Sr)i,(-)

x=o \ 5 /

with the multiplier

MMx = exp < TÍ[s(120\ - 2, 25)
240X-240 M

300       /) '

Now we have

5(120X - 2, 25) = - 5(5X + 2, 25),

and from (4.51), (4.52), (4.53)

/ 5X + 2 - (- 5X + 12) (mod 25)

12-25s(5X + 2, 25) = ) 0 (mod 3)

'25 + I-2 (mod 8),

from which we readily derive

5(5X + 2, 25) ■ - 10 - 1) (mod 2),

so that

Mx = 1.

Therefore

L,*(V2r) = L?(t)

is proved. Reasonings of a similar kind verify the equation

Lb*(V3r) = Li*(r).

7.  With L6*(r) and 7?6*(t) the difference
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Dtir) = L?(t) - R6*(t)

belongs also to r0(5). If we now can show that Db(r) remains bounded in the

whole fundamental region it must be a constant. Now in the interior of the

upper T-half-plane rj(r) is free of poles and zeros and Dt(r) is therefore finite.

The only parabolic points of the fundamental region of To(5) are the points

T = ico and r = 0. Now for r—♦»°° it is readily seen that Ds(t)—»0 since L* and

R* tend separately to 0, as their expansions in e2xiT, which can be taken from

(1.3), show directly.

In order to test D5(r) for t near 0 we carry out the substitution r—> —r_l

and study D¡(— t-1) for r near ¿as. This is now simple with (4.6), which in

correspondence to (6.1) we shall have to write as

5-.,s(|),w-..¿(l),^),(l±^)-'

m
.     V(r)     .

Indeed, D6(— t_1) is the difference of the two members of equation (7.1). In

the uniformizing variable e2rirlh both members have a pole of the first order

at i oo. If therefore the two sides of (7.1) agree in their first term the difference

Di( — T~l) remains bounded also at i« or D6(t) at the second parabolic point

t = 0. Instead, however, of comparing the coefficients of the first term of the

members of (7.1), it is easier to do it with (4.7). This is equivalent since (7.1)

is obtained from (4.7) through the multiplication by

S-utx-iJl (1 - x").

Now indeed both sides in (4.7) begin with the term 1.

We have therefore proved that D6(t) is a constant, which can only be zero

since D6(t)—>0 with t—*í<*> as we have mentioned before. This proves (6.1)

and therefore (2.3) and (1.1). Mordell in [2] also proves (6.1) by testing its

two members at the parabolic points of r0(5). We used here for this purpose

the independent theory of 77(7-).

8. We can discuss (6.2) in the same manner. First we have to show that

L*(t) and R*(t) are modular functions of level 7, belonging to r0(7) with

c = Q (mod 7). This step we could perform in analogy to the procedure in §6

by testing the generating substitutions of T0(7) which we can take as

*-GD"   F-(~7~à>   F-("2>-5>

(cf. [8]). Such a procedure, however, would not only mean a repetition of

previous arguments but would involve a good deal of numerical work, for

(7.1)
= 5-1'2
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which, by the way, the congruences (4.51)-(4.53) would not quite suffice as

a basis(2). We prefer therefore to discuss (6.2) on a more general ground, by

taking recourse to the following theorems, in which p always designates a

prime number greater than 3.

Theorem 1.  The functions

/ v(pr)\r

(8.1) ^W=(^7V)
\ V(r) /

with

(8.2) r(p - 1) = 0 (mod 24)

have the transformation equation

(8.3) *p,r(7r) = (-)'*,»

for the modular substitution

ar + b
Vt =-

er + d

of Y0(p), (a/p) being the Legendre symbol.

Theorem 2.  The function

p=1 (t + 24X\-'
(8.4) L*(t) = Z v(pr)v (-)

x-o \     p      /

is invariant under the modular substitutions of Y0(p) with c=0 (mod p).

In order not to interrupt the present line of thought we postpone the proof

of these theorems to Part III of this paper.

For p = l and r = 4 and 8 the Theorems 1 and 2 show immediately that

D7(t)=L7*(t)—R*(t) as taken from (6.2) is an invariant of T0(7). We have

now to show that D7(t)-remains bounded in the fundamental region of this

group. The only parabolic points of that region are again the points r = i<x>

and t = 0. For t—h w we have D7(t) —»0, since L7*(t) and R7*(t) tend separately

to 0, in virtue of the factor e*irl12 before the infinite product in the definition

(1.3) for 7](t)-

Instead of investigating D7(t) directly for t—>0 we carry out the substitu-

tion Tr= — t-1 and then let r tend to i°o. But this substitution has been

studied in §5. We have therefore D7(— t_1) as the difference of the two

members of the equation

(2) Cf. Lemmas 1 and 3, §13.
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7-l'2v

(8.5)

= 71'2\-/ + 7"1'2\-/ ,
\    „(r)    / \    v(r)    I

which is obtained from (5.5) by multiplication with n(j/7) and which is the

result of the transformation of (6.2). The application of (1.3) shows that each

member of (8.5) begins with terms in e~irirl7, or, in other words has a pole

of the second order in the uniformizing variable e2r"n. If we can therefore

verify that the two members of (8.5) have their pole terms, the first two terms,

in common, then the difference D7( — r~l) remains bounded also at t = i » , and

is bounded in the whole fundamental region. The comparison of the first two

terms of each side of (8.5) is much easier to carry out in (5.7), which through

multiplication by

7-1'2x-2n (1 - xm)

goes over into (8.5). Now the first two coefficients of both sides of (5.7) are

indeed in agreement, they are 1 and 0 for both.

Since therefore D7(r) is bounded in the fundamental region it is a constant,

and this constant is obviously 0, since 7?7(r)—>0 for t—»i °° , as mentioned. But

D7(t) =0 means that the equation (6.2) must hold, and this is equivalent to

a proof of (1.2) (cf. [2]).

9. All these reasonings apply also to an identity which Zuckerman [4]

has given in the form

6 TT  (1   —   xl3m\2j+l

(9.1) £¿(13/+ 6)*' = Z«;*
)'=0

I (1   -   *-)!(«■«

where the a, are certain integers which are computed in Zuckerman's paper.

The procedure which we applied to (1.1) and (1.2) in §§4 and 5 leads here to

the transformed identity

n (i - x"02'+i
T (1 — xnmya+i)

Z/>(«)*l69n- 13Z( — )P(n - 7)*"
(9.2)        "=° "=Al3/

= Z a/131-^
;'-o

The numbers 131_,'a,are integers.

Our method yields now a direct proof of (9.1). We first express (9.1) and

(9.2) in terms of r)(r). We have only to observe that x = e2*iT in (9.1) and

x = eiTiTix3 ¡n (9.2). Moreover we multiply the resulting equations by tj(13t)

and tj(t/13), respectively.
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For the proof of (9.1) we have first to show that

/ v(13t)\*

\ n(r)  ) '
and

<t+24X\-»A /r+24X\-
X)i,(13r), (——)
x=o \     la    /

belong to the group r0(13) with c = 0 (mod 13). This is at once inferred from

the Theorems 1 and 2 for p = 13 and r = 2.

Secondly, we simply have to compare the first 7 coefficients of (9.2) since

77(t/13)t?(13t)_1 as well as t7(t/13)14t)(t)~14 begin with e~li*i,ln, that is, have

a pole of 7th order in the uniformizing variable e2TiTln. Now the comparison

of the first seven coefficients of (9.2) yields without too much effort the fol-

lowing seven equations, with ¿>, = 131-'a,-:

1 = *.,

0 = -   13Ô6 +       bb,

0=        65¿>6 -    llbt+ 04,

(9.3)             0=-130ô6+   44ô6 - 9Ô4 +     b3,

0 = -   65¿>6 -   55h + 9Ô4 -    Ui +   bi,

0=      728Ô6 - H0Z)6 - 12Ô4+ 14Ô3 - 5¿>2+   bu

0 = - 8716« + 48405 - 90Z>4 +   7b3 + 5b2 - 3*i + b0.

But these are exactly the equations by which Zuckerman (p. 104 of his paper)

determines the coefficients which we here have called a¡. His derivation of

these equations is based on an entirely different argument.

Part II. Identities of Watson and Zuckerman

10. G. N. Watson [3] and H. S. Zuckerman [4] have derived identities

analogous to those of Ramanujan, but corresponding to powers of 5 and 7

as moduli:

(10.1) £í(25¿ + 24)*' = 2>í*'-1#¿--L-,
i=o ,=i II (1 - *"■)«•+>■

and

M 14 IT (i — x7m)4>
(10.2) 2/,(49/ + 47)xl = 5Zc,-*i-1-

l=o j=i n (i - xm)4í+i

The bj and c¡ are integers, which are computed in [4] and which incidentally,

in accordance with Ramanujan's theorems about />(25/+24) and />(49/+47),

have the properties 251 b¡ and 49 \c¡. From our present point of view we can
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easily obtain a proof for (10.1) and (10.2). It may be sufficient to carry it out

only for the first of these equations.

If in (6.1) we replace r by (t + 24li)/5 we get

Cío V 25 / ¡Toi     A + 24/A

or

ii, (r + 24XX-1
(10.31) zZv(T)n(      „e      )     =52*5,6(r)

x-o \     25     /

with

(10.32) *s,6(r) = Z/
„_o       /r-r-24^

<

Now ^^(t) belongs to the group r0(5) as we infer from the following theorem,

whose proof we defer to Part III.

Theorem 3. The functions

tí / V(r)
(10.41) *,.r(r) = W-

H-+ 24X>

P

with r(p — l) = 0 (mod 24) have the transformation equation

(10.42) *p,(Vt) = (pj*PAr)

for the substitution

ar + b
Vt =-

CT + d

with c = 0 (mod p), p being a prime greater than 3.

We can therefore try to construct ^6,6(r) as a polynomial in(3)

'ij(5r)\«
$5,6(7-)

A(5r)y

= \ V(r)  )   '

(3) The background of this possibility is, of course, the fact that (1) 4>s,6 is univalent in

the fundamental region, having only a zero of order one atr = i» and (2) *s.e as well as 4>s,6 are

regular in the interior of the fundamental region. However, we do not need this remark, since

the following arguments are self-sufficient.
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For this purpose we determine coefficients ß,- so that

N

(10.5) ¥m(t) = Z/VWr).
;'=i

We need to verify this equation only at the two parabolic points of the funda-

mental region of r0(5), namely, at T=i<*> andr = 0. At the former point (10.5)

is satisfied since both members tend to Oasr—h'°o . Instead of discussing (10.5)

directly for r = 0 we subject it first to the transformation T, which yields, by

the device employed in (4.2),

<-m-iT+ÈA~)'<
t + 24X'

24X-h h

t + 24X'
5-24X'

or, in analogy to (4.6),

(10.6)     5~:
\n(5T)J       xtil

7>(t)

(r + 24X\

\    V(r)    I

Here both members show poles at r=i<x> : the left-hand member begins with

a term in e~2rir, whereas the right-hand member begins with a term in

g-2TirJv/5. We have therefore TV = 5, that is, a pole of order 5 in the uniformizing

variable eiTirlt.

If now the coefficients ßj, j= 1, • • • ,5, are determined in such a way that

both members of (10.6) agree in their pole terms at r=i°o, that is, in the 5

first terms, then the difference of the members of (10.5) remains bounded

throughout the fundamental region and is therefore a constant, which in par-

ticular must be equal to 0. We rewrite (10.6) as

/ t \-6 «      /t + 24X\-6       «
„(5r)-« - 5M -)    +5'E,-)    = Z 0f5«<W> _

\ 5 / x=o      \       5       / i=x v(

•(t7
which, if we introduce e2riTl6=x, and

1

rid - ^-)6
= ZM»)*".

t)6(j+1)

po(0) = 1,

leads to
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JZ Ps(n)x25n - 53x6¿ poin)xn + 54x10¿ />6(5' + 4)x'

* I (l - xmY¡
= ¿Zß^-imx^'

$?i n (i - s5m)6('+i>

We need to ensure only the agreement of the first 5 terms on each side, that

is, the terms with x°, x, • ■ ■ , x4. If we leave aside all unnecessary terms we

have therefore to compute ßi, ßi, • • • , ßt from

5 4

¿z ßj5-*i+*x^ n (i - **)•* = i + o(x5).
î'=l m=l

This is equivalent to 5 linear equations for /3;5~3)+3, which are solved stepwise,

beginning with /365~12 = 1. These, however, are exactly the equations which

Zuckerman solves on pp. 100, 101 of his paper, and which we do not need to

repeat here.

Therefore, the equation (10.5) is proved for A = 5 and appropriate /?,-,

j=l, • • • , 5. Comparing (10.5) with (10.31) we obtain

i4,     A + 24XV1 * 7,(5r)6'
(10.7) E»(——)   =v-zZßi-^—-

X-0 \ 25 / J=l 7)(t)6,+ 1

This in turn is equivalent to (10.1) for bj = ßj, which therefore is proved.

We remark that for the construction of a similar identity for the modulus

53 the required step would be slightly different from that one described at the

beginning of this paragraph. We should first have again to replace r by

(t + 24ju)/5 which would lead to

X=0 \        l¿->       / i=l ii=0 ¡T

Vir) 6j

In order to have modular functions belonging to To(5) we should now have to

multiply both sides by t;(5t) (and not by 77(7-) as in (10.31)). As a matter of

fact, we could prove by theorems analogous to Theorems 1 to 3 that the func-

tions

A   _tKt)6'7,(5t)

¿Í     A + 24mY'+1 '
n\~J-)

and hence, in virtue of the preceding equation,

"* A + 24X\-'
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belong to T0(5) and therefore admit of a representation as a polynomial in

$t,e(r). Watson [3], indeed, observes that in an induction from 5* to 5*+l two

different kinds of procedures are required according to the parity of k.

We could discuss and prove (10.2) in a manner completely similar to that

applied to (10.1). We refrain from giving the details since no new ideas are

involved. It is, moreover, clear that our method proves the existence of simi-

lar identities for any power of 13 as modulus.

11. In the preceding paragraph we have applied the substitution T to the

right-hand side of (10.7) but not yet to its left-hand side. It is worth while to

carry it out since it will lead to a modular equation. With t'= — t~1 we have

24Xr - IX"1f,(r^V'=Z,(^)
x=o      \       25       / x=o      \      25r      /

(11.1)

(i=0 \ O OT / Xmod 25,(X,5)=1

t + 24X'
24X- + Ox

25

t + 24X'
25-24X'

25

where XX' ■ —1 (mod 25) and

h = —(- 242XX' + 1).

The first sum on the right side of (11.1) can be taken from (4.1), the second

admits the application of (4.3), therefore

"      />' + 24X\->

x5"v^5—; =
52-

■(-£)'

_ /r + 24XX-1
+ (-ir)-^2 Z M A—— )

Xmod 25.(X,5)=1 \       25        /

with

M\ = exp
{-«(.

5(24X, 25)
24X - 24X'

12-25 )}■
1

in virtue of the congruences (4.51), (4.52), (4.53). If we apply the substitu-

tion T also to the right-hand side of (10.7) we obtain

1     V(r)b

(11.2)       —-ÍLL.
5     7,(5r) Xmod 25,(X,5)_1    \        25        / ,= i r){T)",+ L
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We could now, following the procedure of §§4, 5, introduce here infinite series

with pin) as coefficients and infinite products. Instead of doing that we write

r ,(i±^y.£,(i±^)--¿,('-±^r.
Xmod 26,(X,5,=1     \        ZO        / X-0 \        ZO        / ^=o        \ ¿J /

Here we apply (10.7) and (2.2), the latter with t/5 instead of r, so that (11.2)

goes over into

1     7,(r)5 * „(5t)« t,(t)s « r'\j)
-— + 52}2 ßi -iLJ-52-—— = 52 2 ßj5~3'-
5   „(5t)« £i        iKr)«*-! / t y tí lí(r)

If we multiply by 5tj(t) and replace r by 5t we get

5

(11.3) $(5r)-1 - 53$(r) + 53X 0,-(<ï>(5r)'' - 5-»'*(r)-9 = 0
j=i

with

ru(5r)'

Sj+l

(11.31) #(t)   =   *5.«(t)
_ A(5r)V

= \ u(t)  /   '

We have already found in §6, and again by means of Theorem 2, that i>(r)

is a modular function of level 5. Therefore (11.3) is a transformation equation

of level 5 and order 5. In the form (11.3) it is reducible. We put

(11.4) 5-3$(r)-1 = X, *(5r) = F,

and have then, after multiplication of (11.3) by XY,

5

X - Y + 5iXYzZßi(yi - X*) = 0,
j=i

and after the exclusion of the factor

5 J-l

(11.5) 5*XYY,ßizZXvYi~1~v = 1-
j—1        ti=o

This equation is of degree 5 in Y, as it has to be, because $(5r) belongs to the

group r0(25) with c = 0 (mod 25), which is of index 5 in the group r0(5) of

<p(t). Therefore (11.5) is irreducible.

Moreover the equation (11.5) is symmetric in X and Y. These two func-

tions go over into each other by the substitution

r' =  - (5t)"1.

With these properties the equation (11.5) fulfills the definition of a modular
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equation (Klein-Fricke [5, vol. 2, pp. 56, 57]), it is a modular equation of

level 5 and order 5.

There exists also an equation for

(11.6) -îî-f - (*(t))W«
V(r)

which in our notation is

(11.7) 56/2X6/6F1/6+53X4/6F2/6+3-56/2X3/6F3/6+53X2/6F4/6+56/2Àrl/6F6/6=l

(cf. [6, p. 395, formula (23)], and [3, p. 105, formula (3.2)]). The function

(11.6) does not belong to Fo(5), it is in fact a function of level 30. We can look

upon (11.7) from our present point of view as on a modular equation of level 5

in "irrational form." By elementary algebraic processes the equation (11.5)

can be regained from (11.7).

12. A similar treatment of (10.2) leads to an algebraically different situa-

tion. Instead of (11.3) we obtain this time

7($(7r)-1 - 72$(r)) + ($(7t)-2 - 74$2(r))

(12.11) ii,
+ 73Z Ci(*(7t)' - 7-*'"*(t)-0 = 0

j=i
with

(12.12) *(T) = #7.4(r) = (^-v) .
\ V(r) /

Theorem 2 shows that i"(r) is a modular function of level 7, belonging to r0(7)

and (12.11) is therefore a transformation equation of level 7 and order 7.

Let us put

7-2*(r)-1 = X,        *(7t) = F,

so that (12.11) can be written as

14

(12.2) (F-2 - X~2) + ICY-1 - X-1) + 73Z ¿AY* - *0 = 0.
/-i

This equation can be freed of the factor Y—X. But then it would still remain

of degree 15 in F, whereas $(7r) belongs to r0(49) which is of index 7 in r0(7).

Therefore even after division by Y—X equation (12.2) cannot be irreducible.

If we write it indeed in the form

14 14

(12.3) F-2 + 7F-1 + 73Z CjYi + C = X~2 + 7X~l + 73Z ^X> + C

3=1 )'-l

it turns out by actual computation that for C= (l/4)72• 32145 and the c¡

which are numerically given in Zuckerman's paper [4] we have
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14

X-2 + 7A-1 + C + 73£ CjX>
i=i

(12.4) = (X~l + 7/2 + 82-74X + 176-76A2 + 845-77A3

+ 272-79A4 + 46-7nA5 + 4-713A6+ 714X7)2,

a complete square. This permits the extraction of the square root in (12.3).

The square root must be taken with the same sign on both sides so that the

constant term disappears and a further division by X — Y can reach the degree

7 of the equation which before that division is

(F-1 - X~l) + 82-74(F - X) + 176-76(F2 - X2) + 845-77(F3 - A3)

(12.5) + 272-79(F4 - A4) + 46-7u(F5 - A6) +4-7l3(F6- A6)

+ 714(F7 - A7) = 0.

Multiplication by A Fand then division by Y—X establish an equation which

is symmetric in X and F and of degree 7 in F and therefore irreducible, since 7

is the index of the group F in that of X, as mentioned above. This equation is

therefore a modular equation of level 7 and order 7. Again, an "irrational

form" of it is known for

77(7r)
(12.6) --{- = (*(r))'/4.

V(r)

It was given by Watson [3, p. 118, (5.2)] and appears in our notation as

77/2^7/4yl/4 _|_   74^6/4JA2/4 _|_  3.77/2^5/473/4

(12.7) -)-   74_V;4/4y4/4 _^_  3.77/2_y;3/4J/5/4 _j_  74_V/2/4y6/4 _|_  77/2_V;l/4V"7/4

+ 75/2x3/4F1/4 + 5-72A2/4F2/4 + 76/2^1/473/4 — i_

The equation (12.5) has as roots the 4th powers of the roots of (12.7) and can

therefore (disregarding the factor Y—X in (12.5)) be directly derived from

(12.6). A control by numerical calculation shows indeed complete agreement

in the coefficients. The function (12.6), by the way, is of level 28.

Part III. Proofs for the Theorems 1, 2, and 3

13. The proofs will be based on three lemmas, which occur as Theorems

17, 18, 19 in [9].

Lemma 1. Let 0 = ®k denote 1 for 3\k and 3 for 3\k so that @k is either

prime to 3 or divisible by 32. For (h, k) = 1 we have

(13.1) 12hks(h, k) = h2 + 1 (mod 0• k).

Moreover

(13.2) I2ks(h, k) = 0 (mod 3), if 3\k.
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Lemma 2.  For odd k we have

(13.3) 12ks(h, k) = k + 1 - 2(—) (mod 8),

where (h/k) denotes the Legendre-Jacobi symbol.

Lemma 3. If k is equal to 2H, X^O and I and h are odd integers, then

Q(13.4) 12hks(h, k) = h2 + k2 + 3k + 1 + 2H — J (mod 2X+3).

We derive first two further lemmas about the "Dedekind sums" s(h, k).

In the sequel p will always be a prime number greater than 3, and r is an in-

teger such that

(13.51) r(p - 1) = 0 (mod 24).

The condition imposed on p will be used in the form

(13.52) p2 = 1 (mod 24).

Lemma 4. Let a, b, c, d be integers with ad — bc = l, c>0, p\c. Put c=p-cx

and

/ a + d\      / a + d\
(13.61) G^í(o,c)__)_(í(a,c0-_).

Then with r satisfying (13.51) we have

(13.62) rG = — <1 - (— J 1 (mod 2).

Proof. From (13.1) we obtain

/ a + d\
12ac I s(a, c) — -I = a2 + 1 — a(a + d) = — be (mod 0c),

\ 12c /

where 6=9C is defined as in Lemma 1. If we then apply (13.1) with

k = c/p = cx, we have, after multiplication by p,

/ a + d\
12ac[ s(a, Cx)-) = pa2 + p — pa(a + d) = — pbc (mod 6c).

\ 12ci /

It has to be remarked that O has the same value in both congruences, since c

and Ci have either both the factor 3 or not. With the definition (13.61) we

obtain

12acrG = r(p-l) be = 0 (mod 0c).
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For 3\c we have !2crG = 0 (mod 3) as direct consequence from (13.2) and

(13.51). Therefore

(13.71) 12crG = 0 (mod 3c).

Now let c be odd. Then Lemma 2 is applicable and yields for k = c

12c( s(a, c) --J = c+1-2 [~\ - (a + d) (mod 8),

and for k = c/p = Ci

I                 a + d\ ( a \
12c ( s(a, ci)-) = c + p - 2pl~J - p(a + d) (mod 8).

We can replace (a/ci) by (a/ci)(a/p2) = (a/cp) = (a/c)(a/p), and get therefore

12crG m r(l - p) - 2r(-^){1 ~ P(~)\ + r{p ~ 1)(a + d)

= ±2ril- PV—Yt (mod 8),

which implies

(13.72) 12crG = 0 (mod 8)

for r even. For r odd the condition (13.51) necessitates p = l (mod 8) and

therefore

i-Ki)"1-®*""1^,p/        \p
so that ia/p) = l leads also to (13.72). For r odd together with ia/p)= —1

we find, however,

12crG m 4 (mod 8),

or

(13.73) 12crG = 12c (mod 8).

The congruences (13.71), (13.72), (13.73) prove (13.62) for odd c.

For even c = 2xy with y odd we make use of Lemma 3 and obtain for k=c

and k = c/p = Ci

Uaclsia, c) --J = a2 + c2 + 3c + 1 + 2c( — J - a(a + d)

= c2 + 3c - be + 2c (— \ (mod 2X+3),
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and

/ a -i- d\ r2 / cA
d)

( a + d\ c2 / cx\
12ac(5(a, ci)-) = pa2-\-\-3c + p + 2c( — ) - pa(a +

\ 12ci / p \a /

(m
YlacrG = r—(p- 1) + r(p - \)bc + 2rc( — )< 1 - (~)\

=-h 3c - pbc + 2c(—)( —) (mod2x+3),

and hence

P

m + 2X+V jl - (—)} (mod 2X+3),

and therefore

(13.74) 12crG = 0 (mod 2X+3)

for r even, as well as for (p/a) = l, which for the case of odd r and thus

p = l (mod 4) is equivalent to (a/p) = 1.

For r odd in conjunction with (a/p) = — 1 we have

(13.75) 12crG = 2X+2 (mod 2X+3).

The congruences (13.71), (13.74), (13.75) establish (13.62) also for the case

of an even c = 2x7. This finishes the proof of Lemma 4.

Lemma 5.   Let a, b, c, d be integers with ad — bc = l, c>0, p2\c. Then, with

c = p2c2,we have

/ a + d\      / a + d\
(13.8) H = (s(a,c)-) - ls(a, c2)-) = 0 (mod 2).

\ 12c /      \ 12c2 /

Proof. For k = c Lemma 1 yields

/ a + d\
12ac[ s(a, c)-I = a2 + 1 — a(a + d) = — be (mod 0c),

\ 12c /

and for k — c/p2 = C2

/                  a + d\
I2acl s(a, c2)-J m p2(a2 + 1) - p2a(a + d) = - p2bc (mod 0c).

Therefore

12c77 = 0 (mod 0c).

This congruence holds, modulo 3c, also if 3\c since then according to (13.2)
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12cs(a,c)and 12cs(a, C2) are separately divisible by 3, and so is ip2 — l)aia+d).

Thus we obtain

(13.91) 12cH m 0 (mod 3c).

Now suppose, first, c to be odd. Then we infer from Lemma 2

12c (sia, c) - a-J = c+1 + 2 (—\ - ia + d) (mod 8),

and

12c(sia, c2) --J = c + p2 + 2p2(—\ - p\a + d) (mod 8).

But since ia/d) = ia/c) and p2 —1=0 (mod 8) we find by subtraction

(13.92) 12cH m 0 (mod 8),

which together with (13.91) proves (13.8) for odd c.

Secondly, in case we have c = 2xy, 7 and a odd, we obtain from Lemma 3

12ac (sia, c) - --j = a2 + c2 + 3c + 1 + 2c (— J - a(a + d)

= c2 + 3c - bc + 2c(~\ (mod 2X+3),

/ a + d\ c2 / a\
12ac[sia,Ci)-) - p2a2 -\-h 3c + p2 + 2c( — ) - p2aia + d)

\ 12d / p2 \ a /

A

= C— + 3c- p2bc + 2c(

and therefore
(7)

c2
12acH = — ip2 -  1) + ip2 - l)bc m 0 (mod 2X+3),

p2

or

(13.93) 12c# = 0 (mod 2X+3).

This together with (13.91) completes the proof of (13.8) for c even.

14. Proof of Theorem 1. Here and in the following proof we treat the

modular substitutions with c = 0 separately. Since all of these are iterations of

St =t+1, it suffices in this case to study only 5. Now the definitions (8.1) and

(1.3) show immediately

$p,r(r + 1) = e">C-1»/12$!,,r(r)
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which because of (8.2) amounts to

4yr(r + 1) = *,At).

This can be subsumed under (8.3) for a=l. From now on we can assume that

c>0, with c = 0 (mod p). The formula (4.3) yields here

*P.r(Vr) = Mv*vÂt)

with

(      ( a + d a + d\\ c
Mv = exp <irir( s(a, c)-s(a, Cx) H-)> ,       C\ = —

l\ 12c 12d I) p

Application of Lemma 4 gives

M"^{l(1-(l)')}-

This can be written briefly as

m, - (¿y.

which proves Theorem 1.

15. Proof of Theorem 2. We first consider the effect of 5 on Lp*(t). The

definitions (8.4) and (1.3) show that in the sum defining L*(r) it is only es-

sential that X runs through a complete residue system modulo 'p. We can

therefore write

r^l             (t + 24N + 24XX-1
LP*(r) = Z n(Pr)n(-)

X-0 \ p /

for any integer N. Hence we get

*=1 /t + 24N + 1 + 24XX-1
l,*(t + 1) = Z n(P(r + DM-)   .

x=o \ p /

If we choose here

24N + 1 = p2,

we obtain

^ /t + 24X
Lp*(r+1) = 2Zv(pr + p)v(-+ P

x=o \      p

which is equal to Lp*(r) in virtue of (1.3). Having thus disposed of the case

c = 0 we can suppose from now on c>0 with c = 0 (mod p).

■
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In

"O
we have therefore necessarily a ^ 0 (mod p). Since only a complete residue sys-

tem of the index of summation was essential we can also write

x-o \ p /

We obtain therefore, with c=pci,

^     ¡apT + pb\     / 1 /ar + b \\~l

(15.1)    L*iVr) = Y.n\-—rrj-n-l—- + (í!-im     •
x=o     \cipT + d/     \p\CT + d //

Proceeding here as we did in §6 for £ = 5 we wish to construct modular sub-

stitutions

such that
a

(i5.2)    1(S±» + y-nA^fr+ <»■-■>*>/» + *,
p \ct + d       Ke )      C(t + (p2 - l)du)/p + D

where A, B, C, D and « will depend on X.

Comparison of coefficients shows that the equations

a + c(p2 - l)a\ = A,    b + d(p2 - l)a\ = pB + A(p2 - l)dfi,

pc = C, pd = pD + C(p2 - l)dß

are necessary and sufficient. It is clear that for any choice of X and ¿u the num-

bers A, B, C, D are uniquely determined through (15.3) and satisfy

(15.4)
A    B

C    D
= 1.

We can now tie /u to X in such a way that B will become an integer, whereas

A, C, D are obviously integers for any integers \, ¡i. Since p divides c we have

a = A (mod p),

and therefore

b — ad\ = — ad¡x (mod p),

which implies already that B is an integer. Now

1 = ad — be = ad (mod p),

and therefore
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p = X — b (mod p).

The new summation index p needs only to be determined modulo p and we

can therefore, without loss of generality, put

(15.5) p = \-b.

This choice now completes the determination of A, B, C, D, which become

A = a + c(p2 - l)a\,   B = padb - — b2 - — (p2 - l)2ad\(\ - b),
(15.6) p p

C = pc, D = d - c(p2 - l)d(\ - b).

From (15.1), (15.2), and (4.3) we derive now

ÇJ /t+(P2- l)dp\~l
(15.7) L*(Vr) = J2Mx-v(pr)-v[-—)

x=o \ p /

with

Mx = exp {_ „((^ Cl) _ f_+i) _ (s{A, o - ±±3j^.

From (15.6) it follows that

a = A (mod c).

This permits us to write

C       c
s(a, Cx) = s(A, ex) = s(A, C2), C2 = — = — = ex.

p2       p

Moreover the equations (15.6) show that (a+d)/12c, and (A+D)/12c differ

only by an even integer. We can therefore write

* = «p {- „((»(,.« - i^) - (*,, o -1±^))}.

and obtain then from Lemma 4

37x = 1.

If we observe that in (15.7) p runs with X through a complete residue system

modulo p we have proved

Lp*(Vr) = L*(r),

which finishes the proof of Theorem 2.

16. Proof of Theorem 3. The proof is closely similar to that of Theorem 2.

The same auxiliary substitutions are used. It is then only necessary to apply

Lemma 4 instead of Lemma 5 for the computation of the multiplier M\.
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